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Updated to keep pace with the latest data and statistics, Drugs and Society, Twelfth Edition,
contains the most current information available concerning drug use and abuse. Written in an
objective and user-friendly manner, this best-selling text continues to captivate students by taking a
multidisciplinary approach to the impact of drug use and abuse on the lives of average individuals. A
new modern design and robust ancillary package help students understand and retain key learning
objectives from each chapter and prepare for class. Contact Your Account Specialist About Our
Money Saving Package Options! â€¢ Package A: Contains print text plus FREE print Student Study
Guide (ISBN: 978-1-284-05478-1) â€¢ Package B: Contains print text plus FREE eBook Access
Code (ISBN: 978-1-284-05821-5) â€¢ Package C: Contains print text plus FREE Navigate Access
Code (ISBN: 978-1-284-05586-3)
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Same book as I could have ordered from many other places, but picked it up here even
cheaper.This was very informative, provided the information that was relevant to tests and projects
in the course.

Needed as a textbook for a psychology class. It is very informative and well written. There are lots of
technical details about drugs and interactions, but its not so technical that its impossible to
understand. Great book overall.

Not only is this book required reading for my "Intro to Chemical Dependency" class, but it's just a
great overview of the basics on drugs (overview of pharmacology and how drugs work) as well as
gives insight into drugs' role in American society (and a historical overview of drugs' role in other
cultures and countries). So it's just a very well-written, good, all-around book whose title pretty much
sums up its essence.And I'd like to thank because the price for this book (even a new book! [even
though I purchased a used one, and it was in fantastic condition]) on was considerably less
expensive than it would have been if I had gotten it at my school's bookstore (even if I had bought a
used book at my school's bookstore!).So, nothing but great things to say about this book, and bonus
kudos for !!

book came with a corner folded and small dent, very dissappoint about that when you spend more
than $100 on a NEW book. Also, you were unable to choose package A B or C that was described
in the description. please change your description or give us the option

Received it quickly and it was very helpful in my class!! I would recommend this text!

Happy to learn this book was available at a reasonable price. Thanks!!!

Brand new and made it here within the time frame set. Very satisfied.

Great shape, cannot tell it was used. Great price!
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